We investigate the large time behaviour of various solutions of the Schrodinger equation in terms of some local and global dimensions of the spectral measure. We emphasize in particular the role of the Hausdorff and correlation dimensions for the growth exponents of position moments. We also discuss the stability of such exponents under local perturbations.
INTRODUCTION
The connections between quantum dynamics and spectral properties of the Hamiltonians generating the time evolution have a long history going w x back to the celebrated RAGE theorem 17 . The occurrence of unusual types of spectra in various models from solid state physics, e.g., singular continuous or dense pure point, has stimulated a renewed interest for a deeper investigation of the transport properties associated to such spectra. w x A crucial step in this direction was accomplished by Guarneri 7 who investigated the role of a global scaling exponent for the spectral measures of the Floquet operators associated to pulsed systems for the time behaviour of various dynamical quantities such as correlation functions or w x mean square displacement. Those results were extended by one of us 4 to d w x continuous dynamics on ‫ޒ‬ using results of Strichartz 18 on the asymp-Ž totics of Fourier transforms of uniform ␥-dimensional measures see . Definition 2.2 below . w x Soon after, Holschneider 11 using wavelet transform and Ketzmerick w x et al. 12 emphasized the role of the correlation dimension of the spectral measures for such asymptotics. More recently, new contributions were w x provided by 2, 5, 10, 13 . One of the aims of this paper is to clarify the links between the whole set of results obtained so far and in particular to derive from them the fact that the information dimension of the spectral measures provides a universal lower bound on the growth exponents of the moments for the position operator.
Then using some kind of stability property for the growth exponent of moments, we will provide some explicit examples showing that in general the information dimension does not provide upper bounds. In particular it is easy to construct discrete Schrodinger operators with pure point spectrum having in some sense almost ballistic growth of high moments. This w x has already been obtained by Del Rio et al. 5 on a specific example; we show here that this occurs for almost every one-site perturbation of Schrodinger operators whose spectral measures have information dimension close to 1.
The plan of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we recall the definition of local and global exponents of spectral measures and give a rigourous proof that the correlation dimensions control the time-decay of correlation functions. In Section 3 we consider growth exponents for moments of position operators; our result in terms of information dimension is in fact a w x more elaborate form of a recent result of Last 13 . In Section 4 we present a stability result under rank one perturbations which shows that dynamics are in a weak sense invariant under such perturbations. Finally in Appendix A we relate Theorem 2.2 of Section 2 to those results obtained in w x 11 using wavelet transform and we prove that the mean quadratic dimensions are equal to the correlation dimensions; as this paper was being written we learned of a preprint of Guerin and Holschneider w x showing similar estimates 9 .
FRACTAL DIMENSION OF MEASURES AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
Let us first recall the definition of local exponents for measures and their relation to Hausdorff and correlation dimensions. 
where B x is the open ball of center x and radius r2.
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y Ž . Remark 1. a It is easy to see that ␥ x is a measurable function; indeed, it is a consequence of standard arguments and of the fact that for y Ž . all x, the limit in the definition of ␥ x remains unchanged if the Ä 4 continuous variable is replaced by any sequence with o 0 and n n Ž w x. Ä < y Ž . log rlog ª 1 see 22 . In particular for any ␣, the sets x ␥ x G nq 1 n 4 ␣ are measurable.
b As a consequence of the Radon᎐Nykodim decomposition of a measure, one obtains that a.e. x,
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Ž . c It is well known that for a probability measure, 
where , denotes the scalar product
For fixed we denote by t the solution of the Schrodinger equation:
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The proof follows obviously from
Ž .
Unfortunately, it appears that the greatest ␣ such that is L.U. ␣ can be rather small in comparison for example with the -essential infimum of y Ž . Ž . the lower local exponents ␥ x see the example of Appendix B .
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at least on the interval , s , . Now let N be
the smallest integer such that -and ) 2 ; then for all
, and all the A are disjoint, thus Ž .
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This proves the proposition since the above result is valid for all ) 0.
Remark 4. With the same arguments as before, one can prove that
We are now ready to prove the following: Ž .
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For the proof of this theorem, we need the following preliminary result:
with the same notations as in Corollary 2.1:
A similar quantity is used in 5 for a rank one perturbation w x theory, and in 2 to relate the behaviour of the Green function to singularities of the spectral measure.
Ž .
Proof of the Lemma. Part i is well known from Kato's theory of w x Ž . smooth operators 17 and ii follows from a straightforward calculation using the Cauchy formula. Ž . Now, using 20 one has
Ž . which implies together with 19 that
The first term on the right hand side is smaller than T C T
and the second is smaller than T yn at qϱ, for any n g ‫.ގ‬ Hence, for some 
Proof. The proof of the theorem consists of three parts
Let e be an orthonormal basis of l ‫ޚ‬ . If for some ,
tions f x ' inf log B x rlog converge uniformly on S when - 
<² :< Then for n s e and n s , e , one has
2 Ž . By the definition of n , one obtains from 28 that 
be the probability measure defined as follows: for all subsets A of ‫,ޒ‬ < Ž .
A s 1; then Ž . Ž . Ž .
The result 40 also holds in the continuous case when 2 
and T , such that with the nota-
Proof. First of all, remark that since H is bounded, it is easy to prove
On the other hand, for ' ␥ y rd, 0 --␥ , and some fixed 0 0
Thus, for C suitably chosen depending on m and , Theorem 3.1 2 Ž . Ž . together with 43 and 44 implies for T large enough
On the other hand,
Ž . Ž . Then 45 and 46 give
Ž . For fixed ) 0, one obtains the result 41 for m small enough. Ž admits a limit value when m tends to infinity. We will see later Theorem . 4.1 that this value is in some sense stable under rank one perturbation.
Applications of Corollary 3.2. The Fibonacci chain is a model for a quasicrystal in dimension 1. This model is defined by the discrete Schro-2 Ž . dinger operator on l ‫ޚ‬ ,
Ž . where V n s V n and V takes values qV or yV at site n, n n n g ‫ޚ‬ arranged in a Fibonacci sequence. This model has extensively been studied, and it has been proven that it's spectrum is singular continuous and is w x a Cantor set of Lebesgue measure zero 1, 19 . Numerical computations w x Ž . Ž . . y see Theorem 2.2 ; this gives a quasi-ballistic motion using Corollary Ž .
Another example is the Harper model described by H n ' n q 1 q n y 1 q cos 2 n n 49 
is not yet the best exponent to describe 
STABILITY THEOREM
We wish here to exhibit a stability theorem under rank one perturbation ²²< < m :: P for the moments X . One then obtains a relation between the T ²²< < m :: dynamical quantities X respectively associated to the operators T H and H where H s H q P, g ‫.ޒ‬ Then, using a rank one pertur-0 0 w x bation theory 20 , one can show that in a one dimensional case, for the ²²< < 2 :: perturbed Fibonacci hamiltonian, the dynamical quantity X be- ²² ::
One can prove:
where D y is the lower correlation dimension of associated to and H . Ž .
Thus, multiplying Eq. 51 by X and taking the norm one has
The Cauchy᎐Schwarz inequality gives
which implies that
Recalling that Ž . only on , as proved in Theorem 2.2, one can write the inequality 53 as
Ž . which leads us to write, for some constant C , ) 0 and ᭙T ) T , 0 ²²< < m ::
and proves the statement.
A direct consequence of this theorem is the following corollary:
Proof. It suffices to apply Corollary 3.1 to H and remark that the 0 Ž .
Let H be a discrete hamiltonian on l ‫ޚ‬ ; given 0 C , C two positive constants and 0 --1, define the operator A as
Ž . Ž . COROLLARY 4.2. For any ) 0 and g ‫,ޒ‬ ᭚T -ϱ and C , , Ž . such that ᭙T ) T , one has
Proof. This is the same as for Theorem 4.1.
As a consequence of this corollary and of Corollary 3.2 one can easily prove the following stability result: 
where D y is the lower correlation dimension of the spectral measure associ- 
Ž .
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In the third inequality, we have used the Stirling formula.
